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The two- and three-fragment clustering of the 1p-shell nuclei has been studied 
In the framework of the shell model. The absolute probabilities of the required 
types of clustering in a given nucleus have been obtained by projecting its realistic 
sheil-model wavefunction onto the suitable subspace of the orthonormal. 
completely antisymmetric two- or three-cluster states. With the aid of these 
data the selectivity in population of final states produced in multinucleon transfer 
reactions has been discussed. This problem has also been considered in the 
approach where the exchange of nucleons between clusters has been neglected. 
This has enabled to demonstrate the role of the complete antisymmetrizatton 
In predicting the intensities of states populated in multinucleon transfer reactions. 
The compact theory of the multinucleon one- and two-cluster spectroscoplc 
amplitudes has been formulated. The examples of studying of the nuclear structure 
and reactions with the aid of these spectroscopic amplitudes have been presented 
as well. 

Przeprowadzono analizę dwu- I trzyfragmentowej klasteryzacji lekkich jąder na 
gruncie modelu powłokowego. Otrzymano bezwzględne prawdopodobieństwa rożnych 
typów klasteryzacji w jądrach przez projekcje ich realistycznych funkcji falowych 
modelu powłokowego na podprzestrzen ortonormalnych, całkowicie antysymetrycz-
nych stanów dwu- lub trzyklastrowych. Wielkości te wykorzystano przy analizie 
selektywnosci stanOw jąder populowanych w reakcjach wielonukteonowego transferu. 
Problem selektywnosci rozważano rownleź w przypadku pominięcia wymiany nuk¬ 
leonów miedzy klastrami. Pozwoliło to zilustrować role pełnej antysymetryzacji 
w opisie populacji stanów jąder produkowanych w reakcjach wielonukleonowego 
transferu. Przedstawiono zwarta teorie wiełonukleonowych jedno- i dwukłastro-
wych amplitud spektroskopowych, a następnie podano przykłady ich zastosowania 
w badaniach struktury jądra i mechanizmu reakcji wielonukleonowego przekazu. 
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Оосужденс дву- и трех-кластерные аспекты структуры 
легких ядер в рамках оболочечной модели. Получено 
безотносительные вероятности разных типов яву- и трех-
часгичной•кластеризации ядра в результате проекцирования 
его волновой функции оболочечной модели на пространство 
полностью антисимметричных, ортонормнрованных дву- либо 
трех-класверных состояний. Эти вероятности использовано 
при изучении селективной популяции состояний ядер 
производимых в реакциях многонуклонной передачи. Та *е 
самая проблема была разрешена предпологая пропустикость 
обмена нуклонов меаду кластерами для указания влияния 
полной антисимметризации на изученные величины. 
Представлено метод вычисления одно- и дву-кластерных 
спектроскопических амплитуд а также примеры их применения 
при изучении структуры ядра и механизма реакции 
многойуклонной передачи. 
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1. Introduction 

It has been a challenge both for experimentalists and theoetlcians 
to understand the cluster structure of nuclei. For this purpose many studies 
have been experimentally and theoretically accumulated, which confirm 
the indispensable role of cluster correlations in nuclei. In particular, 
investigations of the oc-particie [ Manó4, Fli76] and exotic decays [Ros84, 
Bar85, Wan 87, San69], studies of the rotational levels with large 
a-decay widths (such as ground band levels of Be and first К = 0 
band levels in 16O and 2QNe) [Hor72, Hor73, Hiu72. Mat73, Taa74, Fuj8O] 
have shown the existence of the two-cluster structure with large polariz¬ 
ation toward separation. The selective population of states of final nuclei 
observed in few-nucleon transfer reactions [ Сегбб, Dev71, Oer75, Woz76, 
Jar86bl and recent investigations of exotic processes 'as the fragmentation 
of a nucleus via reactions into several, more than two particles) [Vol78, 
Gol82] provide additional evidence for the indispensable role of cluster 
correlations in nuclei. 

Systematic investigations of the cluster structure of nuclei have 
been initiated by Wheeler [Whe37] who introduced the theory of the 
resonating group method (RGM) to nuclear physics. According to the RGM 
nucleons in a given nucleus are separated li.to several groups (i.e. clusters), 
but exchanged from one group to another as if nucleons resonate between 
each group. In the method, clusters' internal wavefunctions are assumed and 
the complete antisymmetrization is performed to describe indistlnguishability 
of nucleons between different clusters. The variational principle in the use 
of many-body hainiltonian derives the equation of motion for the interciuster 
wavefunctions, in which nonlocal terms represent exchanges of nucleons 
between one cluster and another resulting from the antisyumetrization. 

A simplified version of the RGM for treatment of the effect of the Pauli 
principle has been proposed by Saito [Sai69, Sai77]. In this model, called 
the orthogonality condition model (OCM), the intercinster wavefnnction 
is required to be orthogonal to the forbidden states (FS) '/hien give r*$e to 
the nuil states if the complete antisymmetrization is performed, so that the 
interaction takes place only in the physical space orthogonal to the FS. 

The main drawback of the RGM is that it requires the extensive integ¬ 
ration with the use of internal coordinates of clusters and the relative 
•distance coordinates between clusters together with the complete anti¬ 
symmetrization operation. Consequently, the application of the RGM 
is essentially restricted to systems involving only a very small 
number of nucleons. This problem can be overcome by the generator 
coordinate method (GCM) [Hor77]. 



In the GCM method auxiliary parameters are introduced. Slater 
determinant many-body model wavefunctions are generated for each 
parameter set and the total wavefunction of the system is constructed by 
superposing (or integrating) them over the parameters with the use of 
a weight function. The weight function is determined by the so-called 
Hill-Wheeler integral equation [HIIS3, Gr)57] which can be obtained by 
applying the variational principle to energy expectation values of the 
considered system. The adoption of the Slater determinants (or their 
linear combinations) as the model wavefunctions makes it possible to 
utilize the usual shell-model techniques for the calculation of the matrix 
elements of the operators. 

The use of the GCM for cluster model calculations was initiated by Brink 
[Bri66]. In the description of the a -like nuclei the model wavefunction 
was represented by a Slater determinant wavefunction similar to that of the 
n-center shell model, where single nucleon orbits around the center of each 
a-cluster were approximated by the harmonic oscillator shell model wave¬ 
functions. and the ос-particle centers were the generator coordinates, not the 
dynamical ones [Bri66]. More general method, called the linear combination 
of cluster orbits (LCCO) was proposed by Abe [Abe7l]. Similarly as in 
Brink's method, a complete set of wavefunctions (usually that of harmonic 
oscillator wavefunctions) around the center of each «-cluster were adopted 
and then single nucleon orbits ' from a linear combination of these wave¬ 
functions were constructed. The coefficients of the linear combination as 
well as the distance parameters between clusters and the size parameters 
of the clusters can be determined by variation of the parameters to achieve 
a minimum energy for the total wavefunction of the system [Ari72]. 

All the presented above models have brought about an important 
development in understanding of the cluster structure of ruclei. 
But. unfortunately, their application is restricted to only a narrow category 
of nuclei such as nuclei with closed shells, ot-like nuclei etc. and 
consequently they are unpractical in studies of other types of clustering 
of nuclei. 

In the last 40 years the shell model [GoeSS] has emerged as the basic 
framework for the description of nuclear properties and has gives rise to 
tremendous progress in understanding of the nuclear structure. Its strength 
lies in the ability to include all the nucleonlc degrees of freedom. In spite 
of the fact that in practice, however, there must be some truncation to 
a reasonable model space, It Is exciting to demonstrate that in the 
framework of the shell-model one can obtain a consistent description of 
different types of clustering involving clusters as well as core and parent 
nuclei in their ground or excited states. Here and hereafter, the term 
clustering is used to signify the property of nuclear states that, 
among their components, contain products of cluster internal and 
relative wavefunctions. 
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in the present work the two- and three-fragment clustering the 
lp-shell nuclei in the low-lying normal parity states is investigated in the 
framework of the intermediate-coupling shell model [KurSó. Coh65, Hee83]. 
The main objective of these investigations is to demonstrate the possibility 
of existence in nuclei of the correlated groups of nucleons - clusters. 

The measure of a particular type of clustering in a given 
nuclear state (approximated by the intermediate-coupling shell model 
wavefunction) has tc be obtained. This is done by constructing the two-
and three-cluster orthonormal states. The type of clustering is defined by 
specifying the c'uster intrinsic states, the angular momenta of relative inter-
cluster motion and their coupling with the cl .ster intrinsic angular momenta. 
By projecting the shell-model wave function onto the purs two- or 
three-cluster state or the subspace of a particular type of clustering 
one obtains the measure of the desired clustering. 

In order to fulfil the general . requujment of the quantum 
theory of many fermion systems, the projection is carried out taking rigor¬ 
ously into consideration the complete antisymmetrtzation. But, up to now 
the investigations of the two- and/or three-fragment clustering 
of lp-shell nuclei in the framework of the shell model have been 
performed in the approximation where the intercluster antiiymmetrizatior. 
has been neglected [Kur73, Kur74, Glo33, Kwa85]. Therefore, the main aim 
of the present approach is to learn whether or how far the results which 
have been obtained so far are modified by taking into consideration the 
complete antisymmetrization. Moreover, the rigorous treatment of the comp¬ 
lete antisymmctrization makes it possible to obtain the absolute probabilities 
of different types of clustering in the chosen states of nuclei concerned. 

The investigations have been carried out in the complete major lp-sheil 
configuration space in order to make the calculations possible to perform on 
commonly accessible computers and to preserve the m'croscopic character 
of the investigations without any radical restriction of the physical space. 

The organization jf the paper is as follows. A glimpse on the 
intermediate-coupling shell model is presented in chapter 2. In chapter 3 
the formalism of the two- and three-fragment clustering of lp-shell 
nuclei in the approach without the inter-cluster antisymmetrization is 
outlined. It contains the definitions concerning the two- and three-fragment 
clustering. Then the projection method onto the desired cluster space is 
"sketched. Chapter 4 deals with the formalism of the two- and three-
fragment clustering which incorporates the complete antisymmetrization. 
In chapter 5 the theory outlined in chapters 3 and -1 is exploited. 
Clusters' population and localization in the low-lying states of lp-shell 
nuclei is discussed. The examples of application of the one- and 
two-cluster spectroscopic amplitudes in the description of the mu)tinucleoi> 
transfer reactions mechanism are presented as well The results are sum¬ 
marized in chapter 6. 
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2. A glimpse on the Intermediate-coupling shell model 

The strength of the shell mode) lies In its completeness, s'nce it 
contains all the nucieonic degrees of freedom. In practice however, there 
must be some trucation to a manageable model space. The correctness of 
the configuration assignment is determined by the comparison between the 
theory and experiment. 

The lp-shell nuclei have a relatively smali number of nncleons. and 
their characters vary remarkably from nucleus to nucleus, showing strong 
individuality. . This makes them more suitable for a detailed microscopic 
investigation than nuclei in any other mass region. An unrestricted major 
shell (1p) configuration space may be employed. Thus, in the hamiltonian 
the mean nucieonic field is approximated by the spherically symmetric 
harmonic oscillator potential and the one-body spin-orbit and the two-body 
residuai interactions are added. The eigen-value problem of this hamiitonian 
in the complete (lp)n shell-model configuration space is called 
the intermediate-coupling shell model [Kur56, Coh65, Hee83]. 

The basic problem in the intermediate-coupling shell model is to deter¬ 
mine the effective two-body interaction appropriate for the chosen configura¬ 
tion space. This Interaction is expressed in the form of two-body matrix 
elements which are calculated in the harmonic oscillator basis. There are 
three different approaches to determine the effective two-body interaction 
in the lp-shell. 
(i) The work of Kuo and Brown [Кпобб] utilizes realistic interactions comput¬ 
ed from a potential function which is constructed to fit nucleon-nucieou 
scattering data. The presence jf a hard core in the potential introduces some 
complications but the method has been succesfully applied in the Ip shell 
by Halbert et al. [Hal66j. 
(li) An alternative approach has been suggested by Elliott et al. [E1I68] and 
others [Shr69, KoI67] which does not Involve explicit construction of the 
potential function but deduces the matrix elements directly from the exper¬ 
imental scattering phase shifts. In the calculations leading to the Sussex 
matrix elements [El 168] it is assumed that the nucleon- nucieon interaction 
is nonsingnlar, so that the difficulties associated with hard-core potentials 
[Kuooo] do not arise in the description of nuclear structure. The Sussex 
matrix elements have been applied in the Ip shell by Cooper et a]. [Ceo7l] 

-and [Hau73j. 
(iii) A quite different method has been proposed by Cohen and Kurath [Coh65] 
who determined their two-body interaction from fits to experimental (binding) 
energies of a selected set of normal parity states in A = 6-16 nuclei. 
Recently this method has been used by Hees and Glaudemans [Hee83] for 
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normal and ncnnormal-parity states of lp-shei) nuclei. The .natrix e ents 
for normal parity states coincide with the ones obtained by Cohen and Kurath 
[CuhoSJ. Calculation have been performed in the isospiu formalism Coulomb 
energies have been estimated at first and subtracted from the experimental 
binding energies in order to obtain the only nuclear binding energies. 

The approach of Cohen and Kurath [Coh6S] seems to be the most conve¬ 
nient of all these investigations in the nuclear structure and reaction 
studies with regard for the following reasons: 
(a) Adopting the simplest shell-model configuration and only two-body 
effective Interaction, matrix elements of the effective interaction could be 
determined from the experimental data in a consistent way. These could be 
used for predicting energies of other -tates. The relatively simple wave-
functions thus determined could be used for calculating other observable 
quantities. 
(b) In the model restricted to the nucleontc degrees of freedom 
we may replace, to a certain approximation, the effects of composite 
structure of nucleons by a complicated two-body interaction. 
However, this is only an approximation. At higher energies or shorter 
distances the real wavefunction of two nucleons may be too complicated 
to be described by degrees of freedom of nucieons. The quark structure of 
nucleons may be affected by the proximity of other nucleons. If this is the 
case, the real interaction between nucleons may be different in different 
nuclei. These effects may strongly modify the starting point of the nuclear 
many-body theory and make its task even harder. The shell model itself, 
whose parameters (i.e. the effective two-body matrix elements; are deter¬ 
mined from experimental data will not be affected at all [Tal90]. 

The intermediate-coupling model with the effective two-body interactions 
determined from fits to selected experimental energy levels has been most 
often in use. It gives the levels which were not considered in the energy 
fits procedure and the generated wavefunctions are appreciated for calcu¬ 
lating other quantities that depend on the lp-shell nature of these states. 
The observable quantities best suited for testing these wavefunctions are 
the magnetic dipole moments, Gamow-Teller beta decay constants, 
Ml-gamma transition rates [Coh65, НеевЗ], charge form-factors for elastic 
electron scattering and form-factors for inelastic electron scattering with 
the low momentum transfer [FurSO]. The calculations of these quantities 
performed by many authors (see for instance [Coh6S, НеевЗ]) are, in general, 
in perfect agreement with the experimental data, so they provide good 
tests for the lp-shell structure of the wavefunctions. 

However, there are examples where intermediate-coupling model fails. 
A striking example is the second 0+ level of the С nucleus which 
cannot at all be reproduced by the shell model [Fur8Oj. The Q-moment and 
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E2-transitions between low-lying normal parity states of В predicted 
by the shell model are at least twice smaller than the experimental oms 

[Coh65, Kur79]. Besides, in this model nothing can be said about processes 
like Ei, M2, E3 and M4 radiation where two states of different parity are 
invol /ed. 

The structural factors like ~pectroscopic amplitudes, spectroscopic 
factors represent a separate group of quantities which are indispensable 
in studies on the mechanism of the transfer reactions with lp-shell 
nuclei. Calculations of these quantities have to be performed wi:h the use 
of wavefunctions which satisfactorily describe the mentioned above 
observable quantities. The wavefunctions calculated with the effective two-
body interactions of Cohen and Knn.th [CohóS] fulfil this requirement. 
So, these wavefunctions were used by Kurath et al. In the calculations of 
spectroscopic amplitudes for »/p [Coh67], d/2p/2n [Coh70], t/3He [Kur7S] 
and ос-particle [Kur73] pickup (stripping) from (on) lp-shell nuclei. The 
spectroscopic amplitudes for n/p, d/2p/2n and «-particle transfer between 
excited states of both donor and acceptor lp-shell nuclei, calculated with 
the aid of the same wavefunqtions, one can find in [Kaw87, Kwa88] and 
[Kwa86], repecUvely. The spectroscopic amplitudes for transfer of heavier 
particlea, i.e. 5 Н е / \ { and 6 U / 6 B e / 6 H e were considered in [Kwa8S 
and [Kwa85a], repectively. Recently, the theory of two-ciuster spectros¬ 
copic amplitudes has been preesented in [Kwa9l]. The calculations of 
these drta [KwaSBa] have also been done with the nuclear wavefunctions 
of Cohen and Kurath ECobCSJ- All the presented above spectroscopic 
amplitudes have been sucossfully applied by many authors (see for 
instance [Sim89, Sim88, Pea87, Jar86, Jar86a-c, Rud38, Kam91]) in nuclear 
structure and reaction investigations. Thus, the intermediate-coupling 
model wavefunctioB&XCoh6S] are used in the present work for studying 
clustering of lp-sheH nuclei. 
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3. Two- u d three f i f C M t ciwatcrtag la She approach without 
the taiter-clHter цЦщгюеМиЦоа 

In this chapter the essence of the thtor> vformulated and already 
published by the author of this work [Kwa91]) of the two- and three-
fragment clustering И presented. The approximation neglecting the andsynr 
metrization between clusters is assumed, but the internal wavef unctions of 
nuclei and multinucleon clusters are completely antisymmetric and norm¬ 
alized and are represented by the internal part of the intermediate-cocpllng 
shell model wavefunctons. First, the definition of the type of two- and 
three-fragment clustering, definitions of spectroscupic amplitudes I'SA'S) 
and coefficients of fractional parentage (CFP) of the translationall) invariant 
shell model (TISM) are given. Then, the projection method for extracting 
from the intermediate-coupling mode! wavefunctions the comoonents of 
a particular type of clustering i« derived." The importance of the CFP of 
TISM and the SA's in the projection method is shown. Finally, the density 
function is obtained to analyse clusters' localization as well as their 
population in the low-lying normal parity states of lp-shell nuclei. 
Information concerning the numerical calculations are included as well. 

3.1. The channel wavefunctions 

Neglecting the inter-cluster antisymmetrtzation the orthonormal basis 
wavefunctions for systems made of two ( В + X ) or threi ( В + Xi •* X2 ) 
nuclei/clusters can be written 

= JdC X ( 1 ) 

where in the case of three-cluster systems the abbreviated notation 
(see Fig. la) r=(n,r2). C=(Ci, Cz), 8(r-C)=5(rl - Q) 8(r2 - Cz) is involved. 
InEq.(l) 

(Фв ( m(n) 114Г2;) (Фх, Фх 2 г )J ) J A T A ( 2 '• 
defines the so-called channel wavefunction of a particular type of 
clustering in the channel j which is specified by the set of quantum numbers 

{ Ев JB TB E X JX TX L J or 
E B J B T B E I JI Ti Ea J2V2L1L2L J J T, ( 3 ) 
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the wavefunction 
ОГ 

) <pnoL2{r2} 
describe the relative inter-clnster motion in the su te labelled by 
the quantum numbers 

4 ) 

I n , L ( 5 ) 
Ц "2 Ч 

for two or thee-clustei systems, respectively. The sets of quantum numbers 
in Eqs(3) and (5) define a type of clustering, in Eqs(f-S) Фк ( к = B, X 
Xl or X2 ) represents the internal totally antisymmetric wavefunction 
(approximated by the intermediate-coupling shell ..lodel wavefunction) 
of a nucleus к in the state defined by the excitation energy Ek. spin Jk. 

lsospin Tk, YL( r) is the spherical harmonic whose angle variables defines 
the unit vector r in the direction of the vector r and <pnL.(r) is the radial 
harmonic oscillator (И.о.) wavefunction labelled by the number of nodes n 
and angular momentum L. The parentheses in Eqs (2) mean the angular 
..lomentum couplings. 

There are three equivalent sets of coordinates for the relative motion 
(Jacobi coordinates) of three particles (see Fig. 1) . The set of coordinates 
of Fig. la has been chosen to define the wavefunctions { <Pjrj} for 
three-cluster systems. 

D) 
c) 

Figure 1. The aet of Jacobi coordinates for the three-particle ajratem 
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3.2. Spectroscopic amplitudes 
. A 

Assuming that ™EAJATA represents a -eaiistic internal wavefunction 
of a nucleus A t in what follows denoted as the parent nucleus ) 
in the state EAJATA , the overlap <Ф| 5(С"Г) ! ФЕАДАТЛ > can be expanded 
ic the basis of orthonormal states {<prj} of Eq.(4), i.e. 

<Ф1 S(C-r) | Ф Е М А Т А ) = £ Sjrj<pn(r) ( 6 ) 
П 

The coefficients SjFj of the expansion ( 6 ) are just the one- or two-
duster spectroscopic amplitudes (SA's) for a nucleus A. Indeed, multiplying 
both sides of Eq (6) by фп. integrating over r-variable and utilizing 
the orthononnallty of the states <prj one obtains 

Sjrj = <Ф) 9 n ( 0 I ФЕАЛАТА) ( 7 ) 

which is the explicit definition of the one- or two-cluster SA's. This is 
a simple generalization of the definition of one-cluster SA's [ Tam73, Tow77]. 

3.3. Coefficients of fractional parentage of the translationatty Invariant 
shell model 

The wavefonctions of nuclei A and В are assumed to be the 
Ibtennediate-coupling model wavefonctions [Coh65] belonging to 
the s*pn shell-model configuration. The wavefanction of a given state of 
the lp-shell nucleus can be expanded in the basis [Neu69, Nem88] 

where [ f ] is the Young tableau determining *he pernratational symmetry of 
the orbital part of the state ; Lq, Są, T, J are the orbital, spin, isospin and 
total (J =Lq + Sq ) angular momenta and a the set of additional quaatwt 
numbers required for a complete labelling of the state. 
Thus 

ФЕцт = 2 , c(pi) ФСв^1"* [fpi] apt Lpi Spi; Ji Ti) , ( 9 ) 

where 

fori = { R 
I f } . 
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The wavefimction of duster X s 6' U approximated by 

ФЕ*jx TX = £ ^ m ^ s B P x " n [ f - ] L - S-; J* T«) 
m 

where 

M J tf 

and 
fxl X*4 
i 4 j I X H . 

Similarly, the wavefonctions of clusters Xl s 4 and Xi s 4 can be written 

ФЕЩТ1 = Ф(8 * [fi] L=0 Si=Ji Ti). (10a) 

where i = { 2 } f o r i X2. 

The expansion coefficients Ц(Х; iu Eqs (9) and (10) depend on the Interaction 
parameters used ln the intermediate-coupling model hamiltonian. Inserting 
the wavefunctions ( 9 ) and ( 10 ) of the appropriate nuclei into (7) 
via (2) one obtains 

Sjrj = У c(k) Sjrj(k), (11) 

where for the ( В + X ) systems 

Sjrj(k)= У d l H m X ^ p ^ f f k J o k Lk Sk; JATA I 

К(Ф(в* pB"4[fib Li Si; JBTB) X (хшХГ) x Ф(8" px"n [fm]am Ln S» 
J X T X ) J T X ) J A T A > ( 1 2 ) 

and for the ( В + Xi + Xl ) systems 

Sjrj(k) = У с(1) ( ф (s*pA"*[fk] «k Lk Sk; JATA) | 

(*(s*pB-* [ft] (XlLlSl; JBTB) x [( XnjL, (П) x XnjLjffa) )L ( 12a ) 

x («(в* [fl] Sl=Jl Tl) x Ф(в» [f2] S2=j2 ' 



In Eqs( 12 ) and (12a) ) ( ) р ( ) 
The brackets <Ф( ... JATA)|{(« ( ... JBTB) ... } J A T A > in Eqs (12) and (i2a) 
define the one-cluster (xs6) and two-cluster (Xi(*4) + X2 (*4)) coefficients 
of fractional parentage (CFP) of the translationally invariant shell model 
(TiSM), respectively. The formulae for the CFP of Eq. (12) one can find In 
[Smi77, Kwa8S, Kwa8Sa]. The formula for the two-cluster CFP of TISM 
( Eq. ( 12a}) has been obtained [Kwa91] by a straightforward generalization 
of the formula for the three a-particle CFP of TISM [Kwa89]. All these 
formulae have been derived under the assumption that nuclear states 
considered have the same ho. parameter. 

The two-cluster CFP of TISM and thus the two-duster SA's can also be 
defined In the Jacob! coordinates of Fig. 1 b or Fig. 1 c. respectively. The 
formulae to express these SA's by the CFP of Eq. w2a) are given in [Kwa91]. 

3.4. The projection method 

Due to the orthonormality condition of states ( 1 ) and ( 2 ) the 
following projection operator can be defined 

)l (13 ) 

This operator projects a state of the parent nucleus A onto the subspace of 
all wavefunctions {Фш/ of Eq. ( 1 ) . However, it is more convenient to 
deal with the operator 

л 

p = = \ to 8(C-r)X$j 8((-r)|. (14 ) 

Its expectation value in the state ФЁЛМТА , due to the relation ( 6 ) and 
( 11 ) takes the form 

A 
P\ ФЕ\;АТА>=^С*(к)С(к-)8*гКк)5)ГКк-)«рп(г) <рп(г) 

kk-jfjn 
( I S ) 

jrjfj 
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From (IS ) one obtains that 

p^W (16) 

and SjTf = JdT Sjj^N* (r) . ( 17 ) 

Eq (16) defines the total strength [KwaBS, Kwa85a] and Eq. (17) deflnes 
a fraction of the total strength deposited In the channel J\ respectively. 
These quantities are r.seful when the population of final states produced 
by the multiimeleen transfer is analysed (see section 5.1}. 
In the case of three-particle systems the pN^rJ-functlon of Eq. (IS) depends 
on two variables r = ( rt , r2 ). By Integrating over the r2-variable one 
obtains the function 

= J(fo !8 

which can be interpreted as the probability density function to find the 
clusters Xi and X2 at relative distance n under the assumption that the 
cluster В is present in the parent nucleus A. On the other hand, if one wants 
to know the density function describing the relative location of clusters В 
and X2 (B and Xi) the p-functlon of Eq. (IS) has first to oe transfc rmed 
to the Jacob! coordinates of Fig. Kb) ( Fig. l(c^) and afterwards Integrated 
over T'Z (r£ ) (for details .see [Kwa91]). The probability density function 
will be exploited in section S.3 when clusters' localization in nuclei will 
be discussed. 

3.S. Calculations 

Making use of th» formulae derived In sections 3.2 and 3.3 the programs 
AMPL [Kwa86a] and TERCET [Kwa88a] have been written for calculating the 
X-nucleon (Xs6) one-cluster and (Xi +X2)-nudeon (Xi*4, Xzs*) two-cluster 
SA's, respectively. In the calculations, the standard shell model (l-6)-nucleon 
CFP 'or the lp shell were taken from DahSl. E11S3, Chl64, RotoS, Chl81 
and Kwa84], respectively. Phases of the orbital one-nudeon CFP QahSl] were 
modified according to the prescription by Elliott et al. [Ell53] in order to be 
consistent with the phases of the remaining CFP. The wavsfuncttons of 
appropriate nuclei were obtained by means of the program SHELL [Kis82] 
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taking into account realistic interactions 2BME for A •£ 9 and '3-ib; POT 
for A ^ 10 from paper cf Cohen and Kurath [Coh6S]. The SA's for n/p, 
d/2p/2n and a-partie1 e transfer between the ground and/or excited noimai 
parity states of the core and parent Ip-shell nuclei are collected in [Kwa87, 
KwaSB, and Kwa86], respectively. The t/ 3He and «-particle SA's involving 
highly excited normal parity states of the core nuclei are given for selected 
examples in Dar86b] while the s He/ s Li and 6 Ll / 6 Be/ 6 He cluster SA's 
one can find ia [Kwa85 and KwaSSa], respectively. These data together with 
the earlier results of Kurath et al. [Coh67, Coh70, Knr73. Kur75] provide 
an extensive collection of (l-ó)-nucleon cluster SA's for lp-sheli nuclei. 
Calculated recently, the two-cluster SA's for normal parity states of 
lp-shell nuclei may be pro video by the author of this work on request 
(see also [Kwa^C Ml these quantities were used in the calculations of 
the strength distribution (Eqs (16,17)) and the probability density function 
(Eqs (IS, 16)). In the calculations of the probability density distribution 
a one-nucleon harmonic oscillator parameter Ha equal to 28A"1/3 was 
adopted [Smi74]. For these calculations appropriate programs were 
prepared as well. 
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4. Two- and three-fragment cluterinf is the approach including 
the complete -mtlaymaetrization 

In the quantum mechanical description of the many body systems made 
of indistinguishable fermions the complete antisymmetrtzation plays the 
essential role. In particular, in the theoretical studies of the cluster struc¬ 
ture of a nucleus, the complete antisymmetrization should be included into 
considerations. Up to now, in the shell model approach to the cluster 
structure of lp-shell nuclei this problem has not been rigorously treated 
[Kur73, Knr74, Glo83, Kwa85]. 

In this chapter the two- and three-fragment clustering of nuclei is 
explored in the framework of the shell model where for the first time 
the complete antisymmetrization Is rigorously taken into consideration. 
The main attention is paid to the construction of the completely 
antisymmetrized and orthonormal two- and three-cluster states. 
With the aid of these states the projection operator on the subspace 
of a required type of clustering has been obtained. Its expectation 
value in a state of lp-shell nucleus gives the absolute probability of 
a desired type of clustering (on the contrary to the relative, nonnormalized 
probability obtained in the approach without intercluster antisymmetrtz¬ 
ation) as well as the probability density function describing a relative 
clusters' localization in a nucleus. This probability is a convenient measure 
of clustering in the intermediate-coupling shell model wavefunctions. 
The quantities defined in chapter 3, i.e. the two- and three-cluster SA's and 
the CFP of TISM are the indispensable components of the projection 
procedure. 

4.1. The orthonormal two- and thne-cluster basis waveftmctions 

Acting with the antisymmetrization operator A (which permutes nucleons 
between different dusters/nuclei) on the states of Eq. (1) one obtain new 
sets of wavefunctlons 

Yjrj = А Фю ( 19 ) 
which cover two or three-cluster functional space. 
However, these functions although totally antisymmetric, are neither 
normalized nor orthogonal. In order to obtain the basis orthonormal functions 
for the two or three-cluster systems the eigen-value problem 

jrj 
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has to be solved. The orthonormal eigen-functions of Eq. ( 20 ) corres¬ 
ponding to the eigenvalues Ца* О take the form 

jrj 

Eq. (20) can be rewritten in the equivalent form 

j r ( 0 = | l « i p r ( r ) . (22) 
where ( \ - l )ij(r,C) = <A(8(C-r)#l)IA(8(C-O*)> С » ) 

and ipf (r) - £ Ć»" фп(г). (24) 
п 

This gives the equation of the eigen-value problem of the resonating group 
method (RGM) norm kernel [Hor77]. The eigen-values wo obtained from 
Eq. (20) and functions of Eq. (24) are the eigen-values and eigen-functions, 
respectively, of the RGM norm kernel (23). 

When the wavefunctions of the constituent clusters/nuclei are 
described by the harmonic oscillator (h.o.) shell model wavefunctions with 
common oscillator parameter the eigen-value problem (22) of 
the RGM norm kernel (23) can be simplified. Namely, the matrix 
IK "Fin 1401"j>II of Eq.(2O) decomposes into submatrtces which are constructed 
by the functions f i n of Eq. (19) having the same number of the total h.o. 
quanta [Hor77]. Thus the eigen-value equation (20) reduces to the sets of 
the eigen-value equations of the submatrices which are of finite dimension. 
Consequently, the eigen-functions (24) of the RGM norm kernel (23) are the 
linear combinations of the finite number of the h.o. functions. 

The calculations of the matrix elements < Vtnl "r"jrj> of Eq. (20) are in 
general enormously complicated [Hor77, Sai77] . But, if the considerations 
are confined to nuclear states limited by the s*pn shell-model configu¬ 
ration, the matrix elements <vtrinl4rjn> corresponding to the number of 
h.o. quanta Q = n can be calculated by inserting the unit operator 

lq><q|. (2S) 

q 
made from the shell-model basis states of Eq. (8), 
between "bra" and "ket" states which define matrix elements of Eq. (20). 



One obtains 

? > 2 < T | > < | T > 5 ] 5 ( ) S ( ) ( 2 6 ) 

where Sir^^-ilW.^Sirilq) or SlTl{&-(вА1. 

and Sin(q) are the coefficients defined by Eq.(12) or Eq.(12a) in the case 
of two- or three-frr.gment clnstering, respectively. 

For later convenience the orthonormal states of Eq. (21), со. responding 
to the case Q = n, are replaced by the equivalent orthononaa] states { 
which satisfy the condition 

$эч. (27)* 

States { Ф е } can be obtained by an orthonormal transformation 

Фв = 2ав<жФа (2В) 
a 

which transforms only functions Ф « belonging to the same eigen-valne Ца-
Writing dc " Ф в in the form 

are the eigen-functlons of the RGM norm kernel of Eq.(23) . 
Thus, one can easily show that Ciri 

one can show that, due to the transformation (23), the coefficients Ciri 
fulfil Eq. (2G) and functions 

() (30) 

3i 

*The condition (27) menu that the basis states lq> of Eq. (8) can be 
.expressed In the form of linear combination of the completely antisymmetric 
two- or three-cluster states of Eq. (19). 



4.2. The projection method 

The orthonormal states { Ф р } of Eq.(29) make к possible to con¬ 
struct the projection operator 

Р = 2|ФэХФв| (32) 
В 

which can be used to select, from nnclear wavefunctions the components 
which have the two- or thnie-cluster structure defined by Eqs( 1) and (2). 
This operator can also be expressed as 

!, (за) 

where states ф ) ( Р ) = V Д, [(ЬК)ц'* (С.г) Ф.] ( 34 ) 

constitute an orthonormal basis set satisfying relation [Hor77] 

<Ф1(г)|Ф)(О> = 5у8(гО. (35) 
л 

in Eq. (34) the operator A is with the index I to remark its action on 
the i-channel coordinates. The explicit form of the stares of Eq.(34) one 
can obtain by expressing the (l-K)y11 (C,r) (n > 0) operator in the form 

(1-КШ = 2^<(0<^(г} (36) 

In order to analyse the relative clusters' localization in nuclei let us, 
similarly as In the approximation missing the intercluster antisymmetrization, 
define the operator 

Р(Г) = - » Р ~ (37) 
d г 

which due to Eqs (33), (34), (36), (29) and (30) reads 

() ^ ! Ф > С ^ < ( К | (38) 
<* o t ' 

.The expectation value of the operator (36) in the state (9) of the 
concerned nucleus A, due to the Eqs (27) (30) and (31), takes the form 

(r) = 2 C(k) C(k') U |i* У"* S,rj(k) S,b(kł) ф* (г) Гг)(т) U 8 л 
a a' k к' J П Г| ( 39) 
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The meaning of the pASM-function is the same as meaning of the p 1 ^ (r) 
of Eq. (15). The only difference is that pAS (r) g j v e s the absolute probabi¬ 
lity density on the contrary to pNA(r) which gives the relative probability 
density. The probability that a nucleus A being in the state of Eq. (9) 
has the assumed two or three-duster structure specified by the set of 
quantum numbers j' of Eq. (3) is equal to 

r = /f>AS(r)Sjj-dr. (40) 

In other words, Eq. (40) via Eq. (39) gives the probability of a particular 
type of clustering in a given state of a nuclei concerned and may be 
used as convenient measure of clustering. The knowledge of the 
probability of Eq.(40) allows to predict the population of states 
of nuclei produced in nraltinucleon transfer reactions . This is discussed 
in section S.I. 

4.3. Calculations 

Two separate programs BIASA [Kwa87a] and SAFUL [Kwa89a] were 
written for calculating of a particular type of two-fragment ( A = В + X. 
where X*6 ) and three-fragment ( A = В + Xl +X2, where Xl * 4 and 
X2 i 4 ) clustering in the low lying states of Jp-shell. The input data 
include the appropriate standard (l-6)-nucleon CFP for the lp-shell and the 
expansion coefficients (Eq. (9)) of the nuclear wavefunctions. These data are 
identical witn the input data of the programs AMPL6 fKwaBóa] and TERCET 
[Kwa88a], respectively (see section 3.5). Calculations were performed for 
different low-lying states of lp-shell nuclei and for different two- and 
three-cluster systems. The results of calculations provide extensive 
information on the amount (i.e. the probability) of a particular type of the 
two- and three-fragment clustering in the low-lying states of lp-shell 
nuclei. Besides, from the behaviour of the probability density function 
"(Eq. (39)) one obtained an additional information on clusters' space 
localization in nuclei. In calculations of the probability density the same 
as in section 3.S harmonic oscillator parameter fiu> was adopted. The 
results of these calculations may be provided by the author of this 
work on request. Selected examples of these calculations are discussed 
in sections S.I, S2 and S.3. 
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S. AppUcattoaa 

The socess of the shell model lies not only in the structure description 
cf a nucleus but also in its wide spplications to other nuclear phenomena 
which depend also on the nuclear structure. Cluster transfer reactions 
can serve as an example where the knowledge of the structure 
of nuclei is necessary in the description of the reaction mechanism. 

The aim of this chapter is to present examples of application of the 
quantities calculated in chapters 3 and 4 for studying the processes related 
to the few-nudeon clu ;ter transfer between lp-shell nuclei and for studying 
the cluster structure of the lowest states of these nuclei. 

S.I. The population of states produced in multinucleon duster transfer 
reactions 

One of the characteristic features of the one- and few-nadeon cluster 
transfer reactions is the selective population of states of nuclei in the exit 
reaction channel [Any74, Dev72, Det70, Oot77, Oh72. Woz76. Hau86. Deb71. 
KarQ8, Jar86b]. This is both implied by the reaction dynamics and the 
structure of colliding nuclei. In general, the relative Intensities of final 
states can be theoretically predicted by the ratio of the calculated total 
cross sections for reaction channels concerned. However, there is simpler 
means of predicting the selectivity in population of final states. 
An insight into the intensity of the final states population can te obtained 
from the consideration of the structural aspects of the reactions 
only. Namely, the selectivity should be reflected i) in the percentage 
distribution of the total strength ( Eqs (16) and (\7) in the approach without 
the interoluster antisymmetrizatlon), ii) In the distribution of clustering 
probability (Eq. (40) in the approach including the complete antisym-
metrization) among states populated by the few-nudeon transfer. 

S.I.I. Transfer of a single few-nocleon cluster 

There are many papers devoted to p/n, d, t / 3He and a-particle transfer 
reactions on lp-shell nuclei. As an example can serve the following reactions; 

# (Et = 23,6 MeV) [Deb7l], *Be(p.t) 7Be* (Ep = 43.7 MeV) [Сегбб]. 
U*(Et= 23.S MeV) [Оег75], «C№e. ?Ве)вВе* (Езне= 28 MeV) 

[Det70], l2C(d,6 и) «Be* (Еа = 78 MeV) [JarSob]. It is generally established 
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that at sufficiently high bombarding energies all these reactions can be 
described by a direct reaction mechanism and proceed through the one-step 
transfer of p/n, d, t/ЗДе or a-partlcle. Thus, a nucleon and few-nucleon 
transfer reactions on light nuclei can serve as a source of the spectroscopic 
information. 

Up to now, the relative intensities of the states in the exit reaction 
channel were analysed with the aid of the distribution of the total strength 
(defined by Eqs (16), (17)) among these states. Here, this problem is analysed 
by means of the results based on the formalism outlined in chapter 4. 
Namely, it is shown that the intensity of well separated, low lying state of 
final nucleus A* (B*) produced by the x-nucieon cluster stripping or. 
(pickup from) the В (A) target correspond immediately to the probability 
of the A* = В + X (A = В* + X ) clustering (see Eqs (39), (40)). 

In Figs 2 - 4 the experimental intensities (full blocks) of final 
states produced in the selected examples of a nucleon and a-partlcle transfer 
reactions are compared with the clustering probability distributions 
(hatched blocks) and with the strength distributions (blank blocks). 
The experimental intensities and strengths have been normalized with 
respect to the clustering probability of the most dominating transition. 
In Fig. 2 the selectivity in population of the first three lowest states of 8Li 
produced in the 9Be(d, 3He) 8 y reaction at Ed = 26 MeV [OOL77] is 
presented. The ground state of 8Li is about twice more intensively populated 
than the first two excited states. Flg.3 gives the population of states of 7Li 
produced in the "B(a, 8Be)?Li reaction at E« = 72.5 MeV [Woz76]. 
Theoretical predictions agree quite well with the experimental results. 
From the theoretical calculations result that the structure of the "Bc.S. 
nucleus is dominated by the 7LiG.s. + a (46X) and 7LJ7/2j + a (37%) 
competing configurations. The 1(fc(ct, eBe)6Li reaction at E« = 72.S MeV 
[Wo?76] can serve as an example when only one state of the final nucleus 
is populated (Fig. 4). Namely, only the (3* Oj state of6Li is in practice 
populated. Theoretical predictions confirm this fact; the 6Li(a* o)i + a 

structure is contained in the l cfecs. nucleus with he probability equal to 0.8. 
The presented examples show that the theory which includes 

the complete antisymmetrizatlon ( see chapter 4 ) leads to the same 
(or almost the same) qualitative predictions concerning the population 
of final states produced in one few-nucleon cluster transfer reactions 
as the theory which does not include the intercluster antisymmetrization 
(see chapter 3). 
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Figure 2. The selectivity In population of the lowest (T=l ) state* of the&Li 
naclens produced by a proton pickup from the *Be target In the 
9Be(d, 3He) 8LI reacUon at Ed-28 MeV. In the histogram blank, 
hatched and full block* «how the the distribution of clustering 
nrobability, the strength distribution and the experimental 
Intensities [Oot77]. respectively. The experimental Intensities 
and the strength are normalized with respect to the theoretical 
probability of the most dominating transition. States of the ®LJ 
nucleus are specified by the spin and parity (first row) and 
the calculated excitation energy In MeV (second row) 
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I4gure 3 . The selectivity In population of the lowest (T=-l/2) states of 
the 7L1 nucleus produced by the a-partlcle pickup from the П В 
target In the uB(a. eBe) 71Л reacUon at Ea=72 S MeV [Woz76]. 
For explanation see caption to Fig.2. 
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F'enre4. The selectivity In population of th* lowtrt (T«0) states of the *и 
nuclei» produced by the ct-partlcle pickup from the *°B target 
In loB(ot. eBe) 6Li reaction at Ea»72.5 MeV [Woz76J For explana¬ 
tion see caption to Pig.2. 

5.1.2. Simultaneous transfer of two few-nucleoa clusters 

The reactions where transfer of mere than four nucleons takes place 
can serve as a new source of Information concerning the nuclear structure 
and the reaction mechanism. Indeed, from the viewpoint of the cluster 
model of a nucleus, a group of more than four nncleons can be treated as 
composed of two clusters [W1175], e g. an ex-particle and p /n /d / t / 3 He etc. 
Thus, it is probable that two clusters are transferee simultaneously 
and, that simultaneous transfer of two clusters may selectively populate 
states of the final nuclei. 

Up to now about a dozen experiments have been performed in which 
transfer of flve-nucleon [Hol71, BraTl, HonUO, You71, GasBO, SriBS. Era8S, 
Kat76, Den67, Jar86a, Jar86c] or slx-nucleon [Gar74. For74, For75, Ajz76, 
AbrSO] group of nucleons between lp-shell nuclei has been observed. 
In majority of these works only the transitions to the ground or two lowest 
unresolved states of nuclei in the exit channel have been analysed. 
The 12C(p,6U) 7Be[Era8S, Kat76] and 13C(d, 7U) 7Be [Deno7] reactions can 
serve \s oue of a few examples where two lowest states of a nucleus In the 
exit channel were resolved. Thus, the existing experimental data provide only 
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a poor Information on the nuclear states population produced by the five or 
six-nucleon transfer reactions. Therefore, the theoretical predictions refering 
to this problem are important and teeded. 

la this section the selected examples of population of states of 
nuclei which may be produced by the simultaneous transfer of two Xl and 
X2-nucleon clusters betwew. colliding light nuclei are dipcussed (for more 
extensive discussion see [Kwa91]). Similarly at in the case of one-cluster 
transfer (section 5.1.1), it ia assumed that the Intensity of final state of 
a nucleus B* (A*) produced by the simultaneous ptcksp from (stripping on) 
the A (B) target of two dusters Xl and Хг should correspond to the 
probability of the A= B* + X» + Хг (A*= В + Xl • Хз) clustering (Eq# (39). (40)'.. 

In Figs 5 and 6 the population of the lowest T=Q, 1 states of the B=6 
nucleus produced by the pickap of five and six nuderos from the " B / n C 
and 12C targets, respectively, is presented. In the first case (Fig. 5) a group 
of five nudeons Is assumed to be transferred simnltan"OU3ly as the 
ot-particle + nucleon or as the one -*He/ aLi cluster. In the second case 
(Fig. 6) a transfer of six nucleons is considered as simultaneous transfer 
of the ot-partlcle + 2N (ST = 1 0 or 0 1) or as the one 6 U / 6 He/ 6Be cluster 
transfer. In both cases the distributions of the clustering probability 
corresponding to the simultaneous pickup of two clusters X; and Хг or 
pickup of one cluster X (=Xi + Хг) from the n B/ J I C and i2C targets «re 
compared with the appropriate strength distributions. In every case the 
strength (Eq. (17)) is normalized with respect to the dnstering probability 
of the most dominating transition. 

It ia seen from Figs S and 6 that a similar relative population of states 
of the final nucleus is predicted by the theory which includes the complete 
antlsymmetrization and by tb- theory which neglects the intercluster 
antisymmetrizaticu. Moreover, a similar population of states of the final 
nucleus Is predicted Independently of the assumption whether the 
group of X nodeons is transferred as one cluster or two lighter clusters 
simultaneously. This suggests that the multiniideon fX>4) transfer may be 
equally well simulated by the on*-duster transfer or by the simultaneous 
transfer of two lighter clusters (see discussion in section 5.4.1). 

From the presented examples one can conclude that 1ь the 
multinucleon (X>4) transfer reactions a comparable relative population of 

• states of final nuclei Is theoretically predicted by the theory which 
includes the complete antisymmetiization (see chapter 4) and by the theory 
which neglects the intercluster antisymmetrization (see chapter 3) 
independently of the assumption whether the transfer of X nucleons 
proceeds as one-cluster transfer or as simultaneous transfer of two lighter 
dusters. 
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Figure S. The selectivity In population of the loweat states of the B=6 
nucleus produced by pickup of the group of five nucleons from the 
11 B( HO target. States of the B=6 nucleaa are apecifled by the 
apln J. parity it, lsospln T and calculated excitation energy 
(in MeV) of 6U. The intensity of each state of the B=6 nucleus 
is characterized by the four blocks. First two blocks show 
a fraction of the total strength and the clustering probability, 
respective!}', corresponding to the pickup of s H e / SLl In the 
ground (hatched part) and first excited (blank part) states. 
The next two blocks show a fraction of the total strength and 
the clustering probability corresponding to the simultaneous 
pickup of the oc-particle • nucleon. The strengths ш>гв norma¬ 
lized with respect to the clustering probability of the most 
dominating transition. 
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Figure 6. The selectivity In population of the lowest state* of the B=-6 
nucleus produced by pickup of the group of six nuoleons from the 
12C target. States of the B=6 nucleus are specified bv the spin J, 
parity it, iaospln T and calculated excitation energy E (In MeV) of 
the 6L1 nucleus. The Intensity of each state of the B=6 nucleus 
is characterized by the four block». First two ones show a fraction 
of the total strength and the clustering probability, 
respectively, corresponding to the pickup of 6LI/ ofje/ oBe. 
In both blocks the contribution of the separate states of the 
transferred 6 Li/ бНе/бВе clusters are put In order according to 
the Increaalne excitation energy of the states of 6L1. The next two 
blocks show the fraction of the total strength and the clustering 
probability corresponding to the simultaneous pickup of the 
oc-partlcle + 2N (S»l T-O) (hatched part) or/and a-prrtlde * 2N 
S»0 T»l) (blank part). The strengths arc normalized with respect 
to the clustering probability of the moat dominating transition. 
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S.2. The three-cluster representation ofthe shell-model wavefnnctioos 
of light aiclei 

The three-cluster model brought about an important development in 
understanding of the structure of A « 12 nuclei [НШ72, Fur80]. 
In terms of this model one can cover an important portion of the configura¬ 
tion space to describe almost all the levels up to a relatively high excitations. 
From the results presented by Furutani et al. [Fur80] the wavefunctions 
of low-lying states of lp-shell nuclei obtained in the framework of 
the three -cluster ruodel have the shell-model like structure. 
For instance, the wavefunctions of the10Bc.s. and " B G . S . nuclei calculated 
in the a+os*d and a+a+t model are mainly composed of the s+pn 
shell-model configurations which are labelled by the [442] (72%) 
and [443] (882) representations of the permutation group [FurSC]. 

On the other hand the question, what is the probability that the 
intermediate-coupling shell model wavefuntions have the three- cluster 
structure seems to be important. It is well known that the permutational 
symmetry of these wavefunctions is undetermined (the spin-orbit interaction 
mixes terms with different Young diagrams, see also Eq. (9)) and then, 
in many cases ( particularly if one consider excited states), the inter¬ 
mediate-coupling model wavefunctions contain essential admixtures with 
the symmetries lower than the symmetry corresponding to the three-cluster 
structure. Thus, the answer one can obtain by calculating the expectation 
value of the operator (32) in the state of Eq. (9) representing the 
intermediate-coupling shell model wavefunction of the nucleus concerned. 
In Table 1 are given the probabilities describing the amount of the three-
duster structures in the low-lying states of 7 4 A s 12 nuclei. 

For majority low-lying states this probability is almost equal to 
unity what means that the three-cluster representation of the 
shell-model wavefunctions can be found. This can be done immediately by 
acting with the operator (32) on the wavefunctions of Eq. (9) and by using 
the relation ( 27). From the results of Table 1 one can also notice that for 
the nuclei «Be ( 9B >, 1OB ( «>Be, «>C ) there are two almost equivalent, 
involving different fragmentations, the three-duster representations of the 
shell-model wavefunctions. 

All these facts suggest that the nucleonic degrees of freedom accessible 
In the one major-shell may be simulated by the degrees of freedom of the 
appropriate three-cluster system. Besides, for some nuclei as 9Be ( 9B), 
1OB (lcBe, )0C ) the nucleonic degrees of freedom can be replaced by the 
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degrees of freedom of two different three-cluster systems. Thus, the excit¬ 
ations of the low lying states of lp-shell nuclei may be explained by means 
of the activation of degrees of freedom of the appropriate three-cluster 
systems. 

Table 1. The «mount of the three-cluster structure In the low-lying normal 
parity state* of light nuclei. The description of the analysed nuclear 

states, I.e. the calculated excitation energy, double spin and 
doable iaospin, are given In the first two rows. The amount of the 
assumed three-cluster structure In a given state is In the third row. 

7 Be(7L l ) 
E ( MeV ) 

2] 2T 
«+2N+N 

0.0 
3 1 
1.0 

1.07 
1 1 

0.996 

4.79 
7 1 
1.0 

7.40 
5 I 
1.0 

9.1S 
5 1 
1.0 

( « В ) 

E ( MeV ) 
2J 2T 
a+«+N 
a+3N+2N 

0.0 
3 1 
O.9S7 
0.990 

2.63 
5 1 
0.9S0 
0.988 

2.99 
1 1 

0.975 
0.994 

S.07 
3 1 
0.953 
0.976 

6.19 
7 1 

0.8S1 
0.976 

7.4S 
7 1 
0.90S 
0.988 

10B («fee, ЮС) 

E ( MeV ) 
2J 2T 

a+a+2N 
. «+3N+3N 

И В ("С ) 
E ( MeV ) 
2J2T 

0.0 
6 0 

0.941 
0.971 

0.0 
3 1 

0.90 
2 0 
0.929 
0.96S 

1.71 
1 1 

2.38 
2 0 
0.866 
0.911 

4.3S 
5 1 

3.34 
4 0 

0.990 
0.990 

4.72 
6 0 
0.913 
0.914 

S.39 S.84 
3 1 7 1 

1.42 
0 2 
0.849 
0.914 

!?£__ 

2J2T 

5.58 
4 2 
0.746 

0.908 

0.0 
0 0 

7.23 
4 2 
0.916 

0.896 

4.64 
4 0 

0.878 
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5.3. Clusters' localization in nuclei 

The probability density function of finding two clusters at a given 
relative distance provides a very transparent characterization of the clnstering 
properties of nuclear states. It is intuitively clear that in the case 
of well established two-t taster structure of a given nuclear state, the prob¬ 
ability density function should possess a pronounced maximum at a suffic-
iciently iar^e relative intercluster distance (nearby of a nucleus surface) 
and should be small at any other distances. 

The results of the preceding chapters demonstrate the aptitude for 
clustering of the low-lying states of lp-shell nuclei. But, as. it has already 
been stated, these states are described by pressuming for the motion of the 
nucleons a space limited only to the (Is)4(ip)n shell-model configuration. 
This implies the question whether in such restricted space the probability 
density function possesses at all a pronounced maxlmun which might 
indicate the most favourable clusters' localization in a nucleus concerned. 
The aim of this chapter is tc survey this problem. 

The extensive analysis of the probability density functions р**Чг) 
(Eq.(lS)) and (As(r) (Eq. (39)) has been performed for many nuclear 

states and for different two- and three-fragment clustering. In all analysed 
cases the pNA(r) function has been normalized with respect to the maximal 
value of the pAS(r/ function. The properties of these functions are in 
many respect very similar. These common properties are illustrated 
in Figs 7-10. 

Figs 7-8 show the r-dependence of the probability density functions 
for the most probable clustering in the case of five- and slx-nucleon 
cluster pickup from the ИВ and 12C nucleus, respectively. In Fig. 7 the 
shape of the normalized pNA(r) functions cover with the о^-Цг) ones 
( a very small differences are not exposed in figures). In the second case 
( Fig. 8) the curve representing the renormalized pNA.(r) (dotted line) 
differs from the p A S (r) one (full line) when both six-nucleon clusters are 
in the first ( 3 + 0 ) state. At small distances between clusters the fAs(r) 
curve is more damped and flatten than p™*- (r). Considering the configur¬ 
ation of two clusters in the first ( 2*1) state the difference between the 
p 4 S (r) and normalized р**\г) is very small (and therefore not exposed in 

-figure). 
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Figure 7. The apace distribution of tlm probability denalty for the 
n B g #.( 6L' + sHe> clustering In curve» А. В. С and D the 4 j 
?nd SHe nuclei are In the (3*0 2.1Э; 3/2"V2. 0.0). (3* O. 2.13: 
1/2" i/2:-4.0). (2*1,^.03: 3/2" 1/2. O.O) and (2+1. 6.03: 
3/2-l/2.~4.O) jutes, respectively. whl<-h are specified by the ipm. 
parity, laospin and calculated e;tclt»tiou energy (In MeV). 
The p A S (r) *nd the normalized pNA(r) curv-e have the aam^ 
a nape. 

Pl(Dre & The чраса dlstrtbatlon of the probability denalty for the oloatvr-
ln^ of thv,- 12c nucleus Into t»o Identloal slx-nnoleon 

oluat^ra being In the flrat (3* O) (rigor* A) and flrat (2* 1) 
vtlgure B) atatec. The dotted line In figure A repreaenta the 
norn-allzed pNA(rl-fPnction, whlls the «olid line reprcaeaf 

the cA-S(r)-earatlon. 
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In Figs 9, 10 the shape of the p(r)-function for two representative 
examples of the three-cluster fragmentation В (=«) * Xl (£4) + X2 (*4) of 
A s 12 nuclei are presented. ( The examples refering to the В ( i 4) + 
Xl (44) * X2 Ы4) fragmentation are discussed in [Kwa9l]). Now, the 
p(r)-functions describe a relative location of an arbitrary pair of clusters 
( i.e. B-Xi. B-X2 or X1-X2 ) in the parent nucleus A while all coodinates 
refering to the third cluster ( i.e. X2. Xl or В ) are integrated over. In Fig. 9 
the pNA(r) ( dotted line ) and pAS(r) ( full line ) curves corresponding 
to the all three cluster pairs of the ot+2N+3N fragmentation of the 9Be 
nucleus are presented. The space localization of all pairs is diffused, 
although the best determined localization is in the area of the surface of 
the parent nucleus. The effect of the intercluster antisymmetrization is 
very small and its character is the same as in the case of two-cluster 
fragmentation. In Fig. 10 clusters' localization in the 10B nucleus is 
presented for the assumed two different, i.e. a + 2N + a and 3N » a. * 3N 
fragmentations. In both cases the effect of the intercluster 
antisymmetrization is negligible. The characteristic feature of the 
p(r)-functions is in general similar to that in the example of Fig.9. 

Figure 9. The apace distribution of the probability density for the 
(a + 3N * 2N) clustering of the first U71 T = 7/2 -1/2) state of 
the *Be nucleus. Figures А. В and С refer to the 2N-3N, oc-3N 
and c-2N pairs, respectively. The dotted line represents the 
normalized p^^i^-fanctton while the solid line represents 

)-function. 
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Figure 10. The space distribution of the probability density for the 

(a + 2N + a) and (a * 3N + 3N) clustering of the 1OB g s 

nucleus. Figures A and В refer to the a-2N and ot-a pairs of 

of the (ot * 2N ^ a) system, while figures С and D refer to the 

(3N-3N) and (oc-3N) palm of the (a • 3N * 3N) system. The pAS(r; 

and the normalized p^^r) curves have the same shape. 

All these examples show that well spatially localized groups of 
niicieons, i. e. clusters may be predicted even in very restricted model space, 
defined by the orbitals in one major lp-shell where the wavefunctions of the 
relative intercluster motion are superposed of the harmonic oscillator 
wavefunctions. 

S.4. Description of maltinucleon transfer reactions with the use 
of one- and two-claster spectroscopic amplitudes 

Multinucleon transfer reactions are well established as the useful tool 
for studying of various a s se t s of nuclear structure and reactions. The one-
particle transfers of p/n, d, t / 3 H e and *He have been widely investigated 
by many authors (see for instance [Deb71, Oer7S, Det70, Woz76, Jar85. 
Jar86bJ). However, mach more interesting for experimental and 
-theoretical investigations are reactions where other combinations of 
nucleons forming exotic particles like *H. s He/ s Li etc, are transferred 
Ljar86, Jar86a, Jar86c]. For a consistent description of these reactions, 
besides of an one X-nucIeon cluster transfer mechanism, other mechanisms 
like e.g. a sequential transfer of two lighter clusters Xl and X2 
( X = Xl + X2) via some states of intermediate nuclei or a simultaneous 
transfer of two Xl and X2 clusters have to be taken into considerations. 
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in the cross sectioo calculations the dynamicai formfactors for one-step, 
sequential and/or simultaneous transfer have to be weighted by the 
spectroscopic aroplituues (SA's) which contain the Information concerning 
the structure of the interacting nuclei. The SA's for a single (l-4;-nucleon 
cluster transfer one can find in [Coh67, Coh70. Kur7S. Kur73]. 
The selected examples of the t / 3 H e and a-particle SA's involving highly 
excited states of the core nuciei are published in [Jar86b]. The five-nuc!eon 
[Kwa85] and slx-nucieon CKwa8Sa] cluster SA's, the .SA's for the p/n 
[Kwa87], d/2p/2n [Kwa88] and a-partlcle [Kwa86] transfer between 
excited states of the donor and acceptor nuclei as well a- the SA's for 
the simultaneous transfer of two (Xl£4) and (X2s4)-nucleon clusters 
[Kwa9l] have been calculated by the author of this work according to the 
formalism outlined in chapter 3. 

The cited above one-cluster SA's raake it possible to perform 
a compact analysis of the mechanism of a direct one-cluster transfer ind 
two-step sequential transfer of two ciasters via states of intermediate nuclei 
with the aid of the computer codes written by Udagawa and Tamura 
according to the formalism given in [Tam71] and modified by Kamys 
et al. [Kam86]. Recently a new computer program has been written by Rady 
[Rud88] for studying the mechanism of the simultaneous transfer of two 
clusters with the use of two-duster SA's. 

S.4.1. Five-nodeon transfer 

Flve-nadeon transfer reactions are of interest as the next stage of muJti-
nucleon transfer processes beyond widely studied к-cluster transfer reactions 
[Any74, Woz76, Oel8S, Jar86b]. So far they have been mainly studied for 
tight nuclear targets, particularly by means of (p, 6Li), (d, 7Be) and (d, 7Li) 
reactions [Hol71, Bra71, HonBO. You71, Ga*80, Sri8S, Era8S, Kat76, Den67]. 
All these studies suggest a predominantly direct reaction mechanism. 
From the viewpoint of the cluster model of a nucleus a group of five 
nucleons (2p3n or 3p2n) can be treated as composed of the a-particle and 
a nucleon [WU7S]. Thus, one can expect that except of a direct one-cluster 
( s H e / BU) transfer, the models assuming the sequential transfer of the 
a-particle and a nucleon (or vice versa) and/or the simultaneous transfer 

.of the a-partlcle and a nucleon play the main role in the description 
of five-nucleon transfer. 

In the simultaneous a-particle + nucleon transfer model clusters 
are transferred in different states of the relative motion, which can change 
during the transfer. However, It is possible to consider a simultaneous 
transfer of the a-particle and a nucleon in the state of the relative motion 
which Is frozen during the transfer. If the frozen state corresponds to the 
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approximation of five nncieoi.5 by the shell model like state of sHe/ S U 
then th? simultaneous transfer of the a-partJcie and a nncleon in this state 
can be interpreted as a quasi one-clnster transfer. ТЬиь. it is interesting to 
learn how far the mentioned above models enable to describe the mechanism 
of five-nncleon transfer and how far the results obtained on the basis of 
these models are convergent. In order to illustrate these problems selected 
examples of the 12C(d,7 Li) 7Be and " B(16 О, " В)16 О reactions are discussed. 

The i2C(d, 7U) 7Be reaction 

The compact anyalysis of the 12 C(d, 7Li) 7Be reaction at Ed - 78 MeV 
has been performed in Qar86a. Jar86c, RudSSj in the framework of the exact 
finite range DWBA theory. The angular distributions for the ground state 
transition have been analysed en the basis of (i) the direct one-cluster 
( 5He/ sLJ) transfer, (ii) the sequential transfer of the a-particle and 
a nucleon (or vice versa), Uli) the simultaneous transfer of the a-particle 
and a nucleon models (for details see [Jar86a. Jar86c. Rud88]). The one-
and two-step processes (corresponding to (0 and (ii) models), which have 
been taken into consideration, are shown in Fig. 11. 

"с "с 
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t Ъ d "Ь 'Li d 
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Pigaretl . Schemmtlo |rmphs o f one-atep and t w o - s t e p t r a w l e r p r o o e u e * 
t«k«n Into « c o u n t In the mnalyala o f the ^CCd. 7Li) 7 B e reactloa 
mechsnte ns. 

The required five-nncleon [Kwa8S], one-nacleon [Kwa87] and a-particle 
[Kwa86] SA's for one- and two-step processes concerned (Fig. 11) as well 
as the two-closter SA's for the simultaneous transfer of the a-particle and 
a nucleon [Kwa91, Kls9l] have been calculated according to the formalism 
outlined in chapter 3. The results of the theoretical calculations for one-
duster transfer, two-step transfer and their coherent sum are presented 
in Flg.12 while the theoretical predictions obtained on the basis of the 
simultaneous a-particle + nacieon transfer model are exposed In Hg. 13. 
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Figure 12. Angular distributions of the 12C(d. 7LI) 'Be reaction leading to 
the ground state of the final 7LI and 7Be nuclei. The carves 
represent the theoretical calculations for one-step closter transfer 
(dashed line}, two-step transfer (dashed-dotted line) and «am of 
both (solid line). 

U) • 60 m «Ю 120 140 160 
9CM[deg) 

Pigare 13. Angular distribution, of the «C(d. "?иУ4* reaction leadlne to 
the ground state of the final ?L1 and 7 Be nuclei. The carves 
represent, the theoretical calculations for the simultaneous 
a-partlcle + naoleon transfer (fall line), the a-particle* nuoleon 
transfer In the state of relative motion corresponding to the 
ahell model like state of «Н»/«и (dashed-dotted line) and the 
one-step s He/ S u cluster transfer (dashed line). 
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It is seen tha* both the one-step SHe/SU and the simultaneous 
a-partlcle + пискэп transfer models give similar description of the 
reaction angular distributions (see Figs 12 and 13). The two-step 
sequential transfer process brings about only second order correction 
to the angular distributions produced by the only one step 5 He/ s Li 
duster transfer model (Fig. 12) what indicates the predominance of the one-
step mechanism of the reaction. On the other hand, the simultaneous 
a - particle + nacleon tiansfer in the frozen state of relative motion 
corresponding to the shell model like structure of sLi/sHe gives almost the 
same description of the angular distributions as the simultaneous ot-particle 
+ nuclcon transfer involving all allowed states of the relative motion between 
the a-partlcle and the nucleon (Pig. 13). This implies that the simultaneous 
a-j.article+ nucleon transfer proceeds as a quasi one-cluster Slle/4i transfer. 

All the presented results lead to the conclusion that in the 12C(d, 7Li)7Be 
reaction dominates the one-step transfer of five nucleons which can be 
simulated by the one-step sHe/*Li cluster transfer or by the simultaneous 
a-particle* nucleon transfer in the state of their relative motion correspond¬ 
ing to the shell model like structure of sLi/ s He. 

The elastic nB * t6O scattering 

The experimental angular distributions of the MB(16O,"BW6O reaction 
at Hlab - 27 and 60 MeV [Sch72, Восбб] have been analysed assuming the 
five-nucleon transfer between interacting nuclei. For this reason the 16O 
nucleus has been concerned as made of the 11B core and the sLi cluster or 
made of the n B core and the a-particle and proton. Thus, the three models; 
(i) the one-step transfer of sLi, (ii) the two-step sequential transfer of 
proton and a-particle (or vice versa) and (iii) the simultaneous transfer of 
a-particle+proton have been assumed for the elastic transfer of five 
nucleons. The analysis has been performed fixing ail important parameters 
at values taken from the literature (the optical model parameters) or at 
tfie values which are commonly used in the calculations of transfer reactions 
(parameters of binding potentials). For details see [Rud88, Kam91]. 
The one-nucleon [Kwi87], a-particle [Kwa86], flve-nucleou Lkwa8S] and 
two-cluster !~Kwa9l] SA's, employed in the calculations, have been obtained 
according to the formalism stressed in chapter 3. 

The contribution of two-step transfers to the fve-nucleon transfer 
is shown in Fig.14 as dashed line ( denoted by "2" ). The obtained cross-
sections are about 20 times smaller thin the experimental ones for the both 
analysed snergies ( 27 and 60 MeV ). The contribution of tbs simultaneous 
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a-particle • proton transfer is shown as dashed-dotted line, the contribu¬ 
tion of the optical potential scattering is shown as dashed line, while the 
coherent sum of both these processes is presented as fiiJl Hne (see Fig. 14). 
The description of the angular distributions on *he basis of the model 
assuming the interference of the potential scattering with the one-step 
transfer of the sLi cluster [Rnd88] is presented In Fig.lS. 

JWv! 

Pignre 14. Angular distributions of the elastic l łB + 16O mcMttcrlng at 
Elab* 2 7 a n d 6 0 M e V - The curves represent the contribution of 
the optical potential scattering, (dashed line), the simultaneous 
a-parUole and proton transfer (dashed-dotted line oenoted by 
symbol "1"). the two-step processes (dashed Hne with index "2") 
and the coherent sum of the optical potential scat-ering and the 
simultaneous a-partlole+j-roton transfer ( solid line). The experi¬ 
mental data (shewn as points) are from CSch72. ВооббХ 
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Figure 15. Anpular di.-tributfonc of the elastic 1JB + 1̂ O scattering at 
Elab = 27 and 6O MeV. The carves represent the theoretical 
calculations assuming the coherent lura of the optical potential 
scattering and the simultaneous a-partlcle and proton transfer 
(•olid line), the coherent turn of the optical potential scattering 
and the one-step transfer of SL1 (dashed line). 

It is seen from Figs 14 and IS that for both analysed energies the 
shape and magnitude of experimental angular distributions are well reprodu¬ 
ced by the interference of potertlal scattering with the one -step transfer 
of the sLi cluster or by the Interference of potential scattering with the 
simultaneous <x-particle+ proton transfer. This lead to the question whether 
the simultaneous or particle+nucleon transfer in the state of relative motion 
conesponding to the shell model-like state of sLi (i.e. the quasi one-cluster 
transfer) enables to simulate the one-step transfer of the sLi cluster. 
The resnlts of Fig.16 indicate that the quasi one-duster transfer overestima¬ 
tes the cross section while the simultaneous a-purticle + proton transfer 
in wr'ch the relative motion of the ос-particle and proton is changed doriug 
the transfer produces underestimated cross section. Only the coherent sum 
of these two contributions enables to reproduce the experimental cross 
section (at the backward scattering angles). 



0.001 г 

figure 16. Тле carves represent the. simultaneous a-part_lcle and proton 
transfer contributions to the elastic transfer. The dashed line Is 
obtained under assumption that the a particle and the proton re¬ 
main in the donor and the acceptor nuclei in the same state of 
relative l.iotlon equivalent to the shell model state of sLl. 
Th«s dashed-doited line corresponds to transition in which the 
state of relative motion of the oc-parrtlcle and the proton is 
changed during the transfer. The solid line represents the 
the coherent sum of two above contributions. 

The main conclusion of the presented above analysis is tliat in the elastic 
11В • 16O scattering there is possibility tu simulate the one-step transfer 
of s I i by the simultaneous transfer of the o-partlcle and proton (or vice 
versa). However, all allowed states of the relative motion between 
the ос-particle and proton have to be taken into consideration. 

5.4.2. The role of *H transfer in the »B( 3He, 7U) 7Be reaction. 

The nB( 3He, 7Li) 7Be reaction offers especially favourable conditions 
for investigations of the transfer of four nacleons where they appear In two 
different configurations. Namely, the forward part of the angular distribu¬ 
tion corresponds mainly to the lp-3n transfer, while simultaneously the reac¬ 
tion In the backward hemisphere provides information on the 2p-2n transfer. 
Both transfers can thus be measured in a single experiment detecting 7Li 
and 'Be nuclei at forward angles. 
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The theoretical analysis has been performed assuming that all multi-
nucleon transfer processes have been described as a cluster trar fer. 
(For details see !7ar86, Jar86c]). The one- and two-step processes taken 
into account are shown in Fig.17. The two-step processes considered were 
the n-t and t-n trrnsfers in the *H transfer channel as well as the 
p-t, t-p, n- 3He and 3He-n contributions in the a-chamel. Also the 
2n-d and d-2n transfers in the *H transfer channel have been investiga¬ 
ted treating ti.e dineutron as a quasi-bound particle. In these calculations 
many reaction channels leading to the different states of intermediate 
nuclei were taken into account. These states together with the SA's 
needed in the theoretical calculations are listed in Qar86]. The SA's have 
been calculated according to the method outlined in chapter 3. The results 
of the DWBA calculations are compared with the experimental data in Fig.18. 

Although the angular distributions at forward angles are rather 
insufficiently reproduced by a direct 4H cluster transfer It should, however, 
be stated that there exists a direct *H-like cluster transfer in the 
n B( 3 He, 7L!) rBe reaction. But, a considerable portion of the cross 

section Is ел plained by more complicated two-step transfer processes. 
On the other hand, it would be interesting to investigate the mechanism of 
this reaction on the basis of the simultaneous two-cluster model. 

' * 4* \, Hfe \ , I , i 'He a 'Be 'he «Be 

Plgnre 17. Graphs of the one-«tep кпА two-«tep transfer processes taken In 
the theoretical analysis of theMB( 3He, 7LI) 7Be reacUon mech¬ 
anism. 
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Figure 18. Angular distributions for the MB(3He. 7U) 7Be rootlon leading 

to the ground state of,the final nuclei. The curves represent 

the theoretics! calculations for the one-atep cluster transfer 

(dashed line), two-step transfer contribution (dashed-dotted Sine) 

snd the coherent «am of both (solid, line). 
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6. Snnioury 

The two and three-fragment clustering of light nuclei, taking rigorously 
into considerations the complete antisymmetrization has been investigated 
in the framework of the shell mrdel. This has made it possible to answer 
the question, raised for a long time, whether (or up to what extent) the 
rigorous treatment of the complete antisymmetrization modifies the 
theoretical description of the observable quantities obtained with the aid of 
simplified methods neglecting the exchange of nucleons between clusters or 
nuclei. The analysis of the population of final states produced in the 
multinucleon cluster transfer reactions shows that taking into consideration 
the complete antisymmetrization only small qualitative corrections are 
involved to the results obtained on the basis of the formalism missing the 
Intercluster antisymmetrization. 

The theory of one-cluster spectroscoplc amplitudes (SA's) has been 
enlarged on the case of five- and six-nucleon cluster SA's and the theory of 
the two-ciuster SA's for the lp-shell nuclei has been formulated. This 
contributed to a deeper understanding of the nuclear structure and the 
multinucleon transfer reactions mechanism. Namely, it has been shown, 
considering as an example the 12C(d,7L)7Bf and MB(16O,"B)ieO reactions, 
that with the aid of one-ciuster and two-ciuster SA's the transfer of five 
nucleons (3p2n/2p3n) can be simulated by the one-step transfer of s He/ sLi 
or by the simultaneous transfer of the a-particie and the proton/neutron. 
Moreover, the a-particle + nucleon transfer in the state of relative motion 
corresponding to the shell-model like structure of the s He/ 5 Li brings in 
a main contribution to the simultaneous transfer process and enables 
to simulate the one-step s He/ s l i transfer. 

The projection of the intermediate-coupling shell model wavefunctions 
onto the subspace of the orthonomal, completely antisymmetric two- or 
three-cluster states provides a transparent method for exploring their 
cluster features. It turns out that for many cases the overlap between the 
intermediate-coupling shell model wavefunctions and their projection 
onto the two- or three-cluster subspace is equal or almost equal to unity. 
This means that the two- or three-cluster representation of the shell model 
-wavefunctions can be obtained by their expansion in the two- or three-
cluster basis. In particular, there u e the three-cluster a + Xi(*4) + Хг(^4) 
and a + of + X(&4) representations of the shell model wavefunctions of the 
A*12 nuclei. Thus, the nucleonic degrees of freedom in the low-lying 
state of the A£l2 nuclei can be simulated by degrees of freedom of the 
three-cluster a + Xi(i4) + Хг(*4) or a + a + X(*4) system. This may be 
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useful for understanding the mechanism of the low-lying excitations of 
tnese nuclei bv means of the activation of degrees of freedom of the 
three-cluster system. 

The possibiity of finding of the two- or three-claster representation 
of the shell model wavefunctions enables to perform the analysis of 
cluster's localization in nuclei. The examples of section 5.3. sh >w that even 
in verv restricted model space, defned by the orbitals in one luajor lp-shell, 
groups of nucleons, i.e. clusters, quite well localized at the nuclear surface 
may appear. 

In the future studies of the two- and thi--e-cluster structure 
of lp-shell nuclei the problem of population of states produced by th? 
five- and six-nucleon transfer seems to be interesting. Therefore, 
the theoretical predictions on the final states population should 
at first experimentally be verified. This will allow tc obtain a new 
information on the five- and six-nucleon transfer mechanism, the five- and 
six-nuoleon clustering of lp-shell nuclei and *he role of the reaction 
dynamics in the final states population. 

In the next step a study of multi-nucleon correlations in heavier 
nuclei, wheu nucleons occupy orbitals allowed by more than one major shell 
seems to be interesting and important. In pajticular, the experimental and 
theoretical investigations of more than four-nucleon transfer reactions 
on 2sld-shell nuclei may contribute to deeper understanding of the 
mechanism of excitation of states of 2sld-shell nuclei which may be 
the members of highly-lying rotational bands. 
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